Putting our Work Into Action – Workshop Exercises

Exercise #1: Working Together Through FRM Challenges
(1 Hour)

Exercise #2: Pulling it All Together, Identifying FRM Partners
(1/2 Hour)

Exercise #3: Connecting with Flood Risk Management Partners
(1 ½ Hours)
Exercise #3: Connecting with Flood Risk Management Partners

Building off Exercise #1 and #2 and the presentations you have seen thus far, discuss as a team the agency subject matter experts that you would like to incorporate in the future. Explore the variety of agency programs, resources, and technical expertise available to tackle interagency flood risk management challenges. After working with the new agencies, consider how your team communicates and engages. Try to engage with one new agency or program that your team hasn’t worked with previously.

Think about:
• What interagency efforts can these agencies support?
• What lessons learned can your team utilize for making these new partnerships?
• How can you ensure a successful future coordination effort?